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FIG. 3A
receiving at the duplication control system a digital rights management code, the digital rights management code associated with one or more object
data files 310

rreceiving the digital rights management code as a globally unique identifier (GUID) predetermined for an owner of the one or
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management
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with a public
key, private
key
combination
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receiving at the duplication control
system the digital rights
management code, the duplication
control system integrated with one
or more three-dimensional
manufacturing machines to perform
additive manufacturing using one or
more of ABS (Acrylonitrile/
butadiene/styrene), ABSi (ABS with
high impact strength), ABS M-30
(Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), PC
(Polycarbonate), PC-ISO
(Polycarbonate-ISO), PC/ABS
(Polycarbonate/ABS Blend), PPSF
(Polyphenylsulfone), clear and/or
colored resin 3105

receiving at the duplication control
system the digital rights management
code, the duplication control system
integrated with one or more threedimensional manufacturing machines to
perform manufacturing using one or
more of metal, wood, ice, stone, glass,
nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals,
edible substances, sand, ceramic
materials, aluminum, silicon, carbides,
silicon nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/
ceramic combinations including
aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/
silicon carbide, aluminum/zirconia and
aluminum/aluminum nitride including
materials alterable by friction, heating
and cooling 3106

receiving at the
duplication control
system the digital
rights management
code, the duplication
control system
integrated with one or
more two-dimensional
manufacturing
machines to perform
manufacturing using
one or more of skin,
textiles, edible
substances, paper,
silicon printing 3107

receiving at the
duplication control
system the one or
more object data files
wherein the one or
more object data files
are three-dimensional
object data files
including at least one
or more computeraided design (CAD)
solid model files
configured to create
one or more three
dimensional physical
objects 3108
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FIG. 3C

generating an authorization status based on the digital rights management code 320

1

comparing the digital rights management code to a database of digital
rights management codes, the database providing the authorization status
associated with the digital rights management code 3204

r

1 comparing the digital rights management code to the database

1 of digital rights management codes to determine one or more of
1 a licensing status, a royalty status, an expiration date pertaining
1 to a license, and a number of manufacturing runs permitted
according to a license 32042
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FIG. 3D

enabling the one or more
manufacturing machines to operate
if the authorization status provides
permission for operation wherein
the one or more manufacturing
machines include a subtractive
manufacturing machine, including
machines adapted for drilling,
milling, turning, laser cutting,
waterjet cutting, plasma cutting,
wire electrical discharge cutting,
cold, warm and hot forging metal
fabrication, computer numerical
controlled fabrication machine, and/
or an additive manufacturing
machine, and/or an injection
molding machine 3304

enabling the one or more
manufacturing machines to
operate if the authorization
status provides permission for
operation wherein the one or
more manufacturing machines
include one or more of an
extrusion manufacturing
machine, a melting
manufacturing machine, a
solidification manufacturing
machine, an ejection
manufacturing machine, a die
casting manufacturing
machine, a stamping process
machine 3306
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manufacturing machines to
operate if the authorization
status provides permission
for operation wherein the
one or more manufacturing
machines perform one or
more of rapid prototyping,
three-dimensional printing,
two-dimensional printing,
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freeform fabrication, and
seriolithography 3302
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configuring one or more manufacturing machines to operate as a function of the authorization status 330
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instruction file

FIG. 5B

Confirming that an authorization code is associated with the object data file, the authorization code configured to be
received by the manufacturing machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the authorization code 520
r-

removing a header from a file, the header including the
authorization code, the file organized to include the
header and the object data file
5202

running an application to extract the
authorization code, the application
configured to run a hash algorithm, the
application determining whether the one
or more predetermined conditions are met
5204
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FIG. 5C

enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
conditions, including performing three-dimensional manufacturing using one or more of metal, wood, ice, stone, glass,
nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals, edible substances, sand, ceramic materials, aluminum, silicon, carbides, silicon
nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/ceramic combinations including aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/silicon carbide,
aluminum/zirconia and aluminum/aluminum nitride including materials alterable by friction, heating and cooling 560

enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
conditions, including manufacturing using one or more of skin, textiles, edible substances, paper, and silicon printing
570
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rization code is associated with the object data file, the authorization code configured to be received by the manufacturing
machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the
authorization code; and enabling the manufacturing machine
to interface with the object data file only if the authorization
code meets one or more predetermined conditions. In addition to the foregoing. other method aspects are described in
the claims, drawings, and text forming a part of the present
application.
In another aspect, a computer program product related to a
control technique for object production rights includes but is
not limited to a signal bearing medium bearing at least one of
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
machine; one or more instructions for confirming that an
authorization code is associated with the object data file, the
authorization code configured to be received by the manufacturing machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to
receive the authorization code; and one or more instructions
for enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the
object data file only if the authorization code meets one or
more predetermined conditions. In addition to the foregoing,
other computer program product aspects are described in the
claims, drawings, and text forming a part of the present application.
In one or more various aspects, related systems include but
are not limited to circuitry and/or programming for effecting
the herein-referenced method aspects; the circuitry and/or
programming can be virtually any combination of hardware,
software, and/or firmware configured to effect the hereinreferenced method aspects depending upon the design
choices of the system designer.
In one aspect. a manufacturing control system for secure
manufacturing includes a processor, a data store coupled to
the processor, the data store configured to contain authorization guideline data including one or more authorization
codes, the data store adapted for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
machine; a confirmation module coupled to the processor, the
confirmation module configured for confirming that an authorization code is associated with the object data file, the authorization code configured to be received by the manufacturing
machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the
authorization code; and an authorization module coupled to
the processor, the authorization module configured for
enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the
object data file only if the authorization code meets one or
more predetermined conditions. In addition to the foregoing,
other control techniques for object production rights system
aspects are described in the claims, drawings, and text forming a part of the present application.
The foregoing summary is illustrative only and is not
intended to be in any way limiting. In addition to the illustrative aspects, embodiments, and features described above, further aspects, embodiments, and features will become apparent by reference to the drawings and the following detailed
description.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
The present application is related to and claims the benefit
of the earliest available effective filing date(s) from the following listed application(s) (the "Related Applications")
(e.g., claims earliest available priority dates for other than
provisional patent applications or claims benefits under 35
USC §119(e) for provisional patent applications, for any and
all parent, grandparent, great-grandparent, etc. applications
of the Related Application(s)).
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U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/005,162 entitled CONTROL TECHNIQUE FOR OBJECT PRODUCTION
RIGHTS, naming Edward K. Y. Jung, Royce A. Levien, Robert W. Lord, MarkA. Malamud, John D. Rinaldo, Jr., Clarence
T. Tegreene, and Lowell L. Wood, Jr. as inventors, filed 21
Dec. 2007, which is currently co-pending, or is an application
of which a currently co-pending application is entitled to the
benefit of the filing date.
The United States Patent Office (USPTO) has published a
notice to the effect that the USPTO' s computer programs
require that patent applicants reference both a serial number
and indicate whether an application is a continuation or continuation-in-part. Stephen G. Kunin, Benefit of Prior-Filed
Application, USPTO Official Gazette Mar. 18, 2003, available at the website of the USPTO at www.uspto.gov/web/
offices/com/sol/og/2003/weekll/patbene.htm. The present
Applicant Entity (hereinafter "Applicant") has provided
above a specific reference to the application(s) from which
priority is being claimed as recited by statute. Applicant
understands that the statute is unambiguous in its specific
reference language and does not require either a serial number
or any characterization, such as "continuation" or "continuation-in-part," for claiming priority to U.S. patent applications. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Applicant understands
that the USPTO' s computer programs have certain data entry
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application as a continuation-in-part of its parent applications
as set forth above, but expressly points out that such designations are not to be construed in any way as any type of
commentary and/or admission as to whether or not the
present application contains any new matter in addition to the
matter of its parent application(s).
All subject matter of the Related Applications and of any
and all parent, grandparent, great-grandparent. etc. applications of the Related Applications is incorporated herein by
reference to the extent such subject matter is not inconsistent
herewith.
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BACKGROUND
The present application relates generally to secure manufacturing to control object production rights.

60

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
SUMMARY
In one aspect, a method for secure manufacturing to control
object production rights includes but is not limited to identifying at least one object data file configured to produce an
object by a manufacturing machine; confirming that an autho-

65

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer architecture that supports the claimed subject matter of the present
application.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system that
supports the claimed subject matter of the present application.
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FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D illustrate a flow diagram of an
exemplary method in accordance with an embodiment of the
subject matter of the present application.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary system that
supports the claimed subject matter of the present application.
FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C illustrate a flow diagram of an exemplary method in accordance with an embodiment of the subject matter of the present application.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In the following detailed description, reference is made to
the accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof. In the
drawings, similar symbols typically identify similar components, unless context dictates otherwise. The illustrative
embodiments described in the detailed description, drawings,
and claims are not meant to be limiting. Other embodiments
may be utilized, and other changes may be made, without
departing from the spirit or scope of the subject matter presented here.
In the description that follows, the subject matter of the
application will be described with reference to acts and symbolic representations of operations that are performed by one
or more computers, unless indicated otherwise. As such, it
will be understood that such acts and operations, which are at
times referred to as being computer-executed, include the
manipulation by the processing unit of the computer of electrical signals representing data in a structured form. This
manipulation transforms the data or maintains it at locations
in the memory system of the computer which reconfigures or
otherwise alters the operation of the computer in a manner
well understood by those skilled in the art. The data structures
where data is maintained are physical locations of the
memory that have particular properties defined by the format
of the data. However, although the subject matter of the application is being described in the foregoing context, it is not
meant to be limiting as those of skill in the art will appreciate
that some of the acts and operations described hereinafter can
also be implemented in hardware, software, and/or firmware
and/or some combination thereof.
With reference to FIG. 1, depicted is an exemplary computing system for implementing embodiments. FIG. 1
includes a computer 100, including a processor 110, memory
120 and one or more drives 130. The drives 130 and their
associated computer storage media, provide storage of computer readable instructions, data structures. program modules
and other data for the computer 100. Drives 130 can include
an operating system 140, application programs 150, and program modules 160. Computer 100 further includes user input
devices 190 through which a user may enter commands and
data. Input devices can include an electronic digitizer, a
microphone, a keyboard and pointing device, commonly
referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. Other input
devices may include a joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like.
These and other input devices can be connected to processor 110 through a user input interface that is coupled to a
system bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus
structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal
serial bus (USB). Computers such as computer 100 may also
include other peripheral output devices such as speakers,
which may be connected through an output peripheral interface 194 or the like.
Computer 100 may operate in a networked environment
using logical connections to one or more computers, such as
a remote computer connected to network interface 196 The
remote computer may be a personal computer, a server, a
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router, a network PC, a peer device or other common network
node, and can include many or all of the elements described
above relative to computer 100. Networking environments
are commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide area networks
(WAN), local area networks (LAN), intranets and the Internet. For example, in the subject matter of the present application, computer 100 may comprise the source machine from
which data is being migrated, and the remote computer may
comprise the destination machine or vice versa. Note how10
ever, that source and destination machines need not be connected by a network 108 or any other means, but instead, data
may be migrated via any media capable of being written by
the source platform and read by the destination platform or
platforms. When used in a LAN or WLAN networking envi15
ronment, computer 100 is connected to the LAN through a
network interface 196 or an adapter. When used in a WAN
networking environment, computer 100 typically includes a
modem or other means for establishing communications over
20 the WAN, such as the Internet or network 108. It will be
appreciated that other means of establishing a communications link between the computers may be used.
According to one embodiment, computer 100 is connected
in a networking environment or a manufacturing machine
25 either directly or via network 108 such that processor 110
and/or program modules 160 can perform a control technique
for object production rights system capable of instantiating a
digital rights management module in accordance with
embodiments herein.
30
Referring now to FIG. 2, illustrated is an exemplary block
diagram for an embodiment of a duplication control system
200 for implementing a control technique for object production rights system. As shown, duplication control system 200
includes a processor 210, a memory 220, coupled to the
35 processor 210. FIG. 2 also illustrates a transceiver 230 which
can be configured to send and receive one or more object data
files or directly interact with a computing device 270 for
receiving object data files. FIG. 2 also illustrates digital rights
management module 240 accessible by processor 210 and by
40 network 108 (see FIG. 1). FIG. 2 further illustrates a data store
250 coupled to processor 210. Digital rights management
module 240 is configured to control digital rights for object
data files. In one embodiment, digital rights management
module 240 is coupled to comparison module 260, which can
45 also be disposed within memory 220. In one embodiment,
comparison module 260 compares the digital rights management codes to a stored list of digital rights management codes
to determine the authorization status as a function of the status
of one or more previously compiled object data files. Com50 parison module 260 can further interact with object data files
residing in memory 252, outside of memory 253, or in data
store as object data files 254. In one embodiment, object data
files 252, 253 andlor 254 include one or more computer-aided
design (CAD) solid model files configured to create three
55 dimensional physical objects.
Data store 250 is configured to include authorization
guideline data 256. In one embodiment, the authorization
guideline data can include one digital certificates 2562, private/public key data 2564, one or more digital rights manage60 ment codes 2566 for manufacturing machines, and/or digital
rights management codes 2568. In one embodiment, authorization guideline data includes list 2569 which can be a list of
digital rights management codes, a list of object data files, or
any list that could be, for example, associated with multiple
65 manufacturing machines 290 that require multiple authorization rights to be analyzed or the like. In one embodiment, list
2569 includes globally unique identifiers (GUID) that can
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function as digital rights management codes and provide
cryptographic control over the one or more object data files.
In the embodiment in which data store 250 includes object
data files 254, the object data files can be files that previously
existed in data store 250, or can be files that were previously
received by the duplication control system 200 via transceiver
230, memory 220. and/or network 108.
In one embodiment, data store 250 stores digital rights
management codes separately from object data files, with the
digital rights management codes decipherable with a public
key. private key combination.
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n)
can include an extrusion manufacturing machine, a melting
manufacturing machine, a solidification manufacturing
machine, an ejection manufacturing machine, a die casting
manufacturing machine, and/or a stamping process machine.
In one embodiment, duplication control system 200 is
coupled to each of the one or more manufacturing machines
290(1-n) to allow manufacture of an object described by the
one or more object data files according to permissions provided in the one or more digital rights management codes.
In one embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n) are
three-dimensional additive manufacturing machines configured for rapid prototyping, three-dimensional printing, twodimensional printing. freeform fabrication, solid freeform
fabrication, and stereolithography.
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n)
can include a subtractive manufacturing machine, including
machines adapted for drilling, milling, turning, laser cutting,
waterjet cutting, plasma cutting, wire electrical discharge
cutting. cold, warm and hot forging metal fabrication, computer numerical controlled fabrication machine, and/or an
additive manufacturing machine, and/or an injection molding
machine.
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n)
can include an extrusion manufacturing machine, a melting
manufacturing machine, a solidification manufacturing
machine, an ejection manufacturing machine, a die casting
manufacturing machine. a stamping process machine.
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n)
can include a subtractive manufacturing machine, including
machines adapted for drilling, milling, turning, laser cutting,
waterjet cutting, plasma cutting, wire electrical discharge
cutting. cold, warm and hot forging metal fabrication, computer numerical controlled fabrication machine, and/or an
additive manufacturing machine, and/or an injection molding
machine.
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 290(1-n)
can include a manufacturing machine configured to perform
manufacturing using one or more of metal, wood, ice, stone,
glass, nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals, edible substances,
sand, ceramic materials, aluminum, silicon, carbides, silicon
nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/ceramic combinations
including aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/silicon carbide, aluminum/zirconia and aluminum/aluminum nitride
including materials alterable by friction, heating and cooling.
It will be understood that the illustrated system embodiments of FIGS. 1-2 are provided by way of example only, and
are not intended to be limiting. Furthermore, it will be understood that the various process features and system components disclosed herein may be incorporated in different
embodiment combinations depending on the circumstances.
Referring now to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D, an exemplary
flow diagram illustrates the operation of a control technique
for object production rights system according to one or more
embodiments.

6
As illustrated in FIG. 3A, block 310 provides for receiving
at the duplication control system a digital rights management
code, the digital rights management code associated with one
or more object data files (e.g., duplication control system 200
5 receiving digital rights management code associated with one
or more object data files via computing deice 270, network
108, and/or manufacturing machine(s) 290(1-n)). Depicted
within block 310 is optional block 3102, which provides for
receiving the digital rights management code as digital rights
to management code decipherable with a public key, private key
combination (e.g., a duplication control system 200 receiving
one or more digital rights management code as cryptographically sealed code requiring a public key, private key pair).
Depicted within block 310 is optional block 3104, which
15 provides for receiving the digital rights management code as
a globally unique identifier (GUID) predetermined for an
owner of the one or more object data files, the GUID providing cryptographic control over the one or more object data
files (e.g., a duplication control system 200 receiving digital
zo rights management code as a globally unique identifier
(GUID) predetermined for an owner of the one or more object
data files, the GUID providing cryptographic control from a
manufacturing machine 290, and/or computer 100).
Depicted within block 3104 is optional block 31041 which
25 provides for receiving the digital rights management code
coupled to the one or more object data files (e.g., duplication
control system 200 receiving digital rights management code
coupled to one or more object data files).
Depicted within block 3104 is optional block 31042 which
30 provides for receiving the digital rights management code
separately from the one or more object data files (e.g., duplication control system 200 receiving digital rights management code in a separate transaction over transceiver 230).
Depicted within block 30142 is optional block 310422
35 which provides for receiving the digital rights management
code coupled to the one or more object data files, the digital
rights management code decipherable with a public key, private key combination (e.g., duplication control system 200
receiving digital rights management code over network 108,
40 from computing device 270 and/or from manufacturing
machine 290 (1-n) wherein the digital rights management
code is protected by a public key, private key pair). In one
embodiment the digital rights management codes can be a
globally unique identifier (GUID) predetermined for an
45 owner of the one or more object data files, the GUID providing cryptographic control over the one or more object data
files. In other embodiments, the GUID can be associated with
a public/private key pair.
Also depicted within block 3104 is optional block 31044,
50 which provides for comparing the digital rights management
code to a stored list of one or more digital rights management
codes to determine if any of the one or more object data files
are related to one or more previously compiled object data
files (e.g., comparison module 260 performing comparisons
55 of the digital management code with a stored list in data store
250 of digital rights management codes to determine if the
object data files are related to one more previously compiled
object data files, the object data files can be received via
manufacturing machine 290(1-n), computing device 270 and/
60 or computing device 280 over network 109). Optional block
31044 is coupled to optional block 31046 which provides for
determining a status of the one or more previously compiled
object data files (e.g., digital rights management module 240
determining a status of the previously compiled object data
65 files).
Optional block 31046 is further coupled to optional block
31048 which provides for determining the authorization sta-
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his as a function of a usage status of the one or more previously compiled object data files (e.g.. digital rights management module 240 determining a status as a function of a usage
status of the previously compiled object data files).
31048 includes optional block 310482 which provides for
determining a usage status according to a compiling history
of the object data files, the compiling history providing data
related to a prior manufacturing history including one or more
of a materials needs history, a manufacturing result history,
and a manufacturing time (e.g., digital rights management
module 240 determining a status of the previously compiled
object data files received via network 108, computing device
270, manufacturing machines 290(1-n) and/or data store
250).
Block 31048 further depicts optional block 310484, which
provides for determining a usage status according to a compiling history of the object data files, the compiling history
providing data related to a prior manufacturing history
including a trouble history affecting the authorization status
(e.g., digital rights management module 240 determining a
status of the previously compiled object data files compiling
history and trouble history affecting an authorization status
received via network 108, computing device 270, manufacturing machines 290(1-n) and/or data store 250).
Further depicted within block 31048 is optional block
310486 which provides for determining a usage status
according to a compiling history of the object data files, the
compiling history providing data related to a prior manufacturing history including a location of manufacturing history
indicative of one or more of a number of locations of compilation and/or a number of compilations at a manufacturing
location (e.g., digital rights management module 240 determining a number of locations of compilation and/or number
of compilations of the previously compiled object data files
received via network 108, computing device 270, manufacturing machines 290(1-n) and/or data store 250).
Optional block 31048 further depicts optional blocks
310488 and 310489. Optional block 310488 provides for
determining a usage status according to a number of times the
one or more object data files had been compiled (e.g., digital
rights management module 240 determining a status of the
previously compiled object data files received via network
108, computing device 270, manufacturing machines 290(1n) and/or data store 250). Optional block 31049 provides for
comparing the usage status with a permission associated with
the digital rights management code (e.g., digital rights management module 240 determining a status of the previously
compiled object data files received via network 108, computing device 270, manufacturing machines 290(1-n) and/or data
store 250 and comparing via comparison module 260 a usage
status with a permission associated with the digital rights
management code).
Referring now to FIG. 3B, the flow diagram depicting a
method according to an embodiment continues. Specifically,
block 310 further depicts optional block 3105, which provides for receiving at the duplication control system the digital rights management code, the duplication control system
integrated with one or more three-dimensional manufacturing machines to perform additive manufacturing using one or
more of ABS (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), ABSi (ABS
with high impact strength), ABS M-30 (Acrylonitrile/butadieneistyrene), PC (Polycarbonate), PC-ISO (PolycarbonateISO), PC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS Blend), PPSF (Polyphenylsulfone), clear and/or colored resin (e.g., duplication
control system 200 receiving digital rights management code,
wherein duplication control system 200 is integrated with one
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or more of manufacturing machines 290(1-n) that perform
three-dimensional manufacturing to perform additive manufacturing).
Block 310 further depicts optional block 3106, which pros vides for receiving at the duplication control system the digital rights management code, the duplication control system
integrated with one or more three-dimensional manufacturing machines to perform manufacturing using one or more of
metal, wood, ice, stone, glass, nuclear materials, pharmaceulo ticals, edible substances, sand, ceramic materials, aluminum,
silicon, carbides, silicon nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/ceramic combinations including aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/silicon carbide, aluminum/zirconia and aluminum/
aluminum nitride including materials alterable by friction,
15 heating and cooling (e.g., duplication control system 200
receiving digital rights management code, wherein duplication control system 200 is integrated with one or more of
manufacturing machines 290(1-n) that perform three-dimensional manufacturing to perform manufacturing of metal,
20 wood, ice, stone, glass, nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals,
edible substances, sand, ceramic materials, aluminum, silicon, carbides, silicon nitrides, silicon carbides, and/or metal/
ceramic combinations).
Block 310 further depicts optional block 3107, which pro25 vides for receiving at the duplication control system the digital rights management code, the duplication control system
integrated with one or more two-dimensional manufacturing
machines to perform manufacturing using one or more of
skin, textiles, edible substances, paper, silicon printing (e.g.,
30 duplication control system 200 receiving digital rights management code, wherein duplication control system 200 is
integrated with one or more of manufacturing machines 290
(1-n) to perform two-dimensional manufacturing).
Block 310 further depicts optional block 3108, which pro35 vides for receiving at the duplication control system the one
or more object data files wherein the one or more object data
files are three-dimensional object data files including at least
one or more computer-aided design (CAD) solid model files
configured to create one or more three dimensional physical
40 objects (e.g., duplication control system 200 receiving digital
rights management code, wherein duplication control system
200 is integrated with one or more of manufacturing
machines 290(1-n) to perform three-dimensional manufacturing of CAD files.
45
Referring now to FIG. 3C, the flow diagram depicting a
method in accordance with an embodiment continues. Block
320 illustrates an aspect for generating an authorization status
based on the digital rights management code (e.g., digital
rights management module 240 generating the authorization
50 status based on received or stored digital rights management
code). Depicted within block 320 is optional block 3202
which provides for comparing the digital rights management
code to a machine identifier associated with the one or more
manufacturing machines to determine whether any of the one
55 or more manufacturing machines is authorized to produce an
object described in the object data files (e.g. comparison
module 260 comparing the digital rights management code to
a machine identifier supplied by one or more of manufacturing machines 290(1-n)).
60
Block 320 further depicts optional block 3204 which provides for comparing the digital rights management code to a
database of digital rights management codes, the database
providing the authorization status associated with the digital
rights management code (e.g., comparison module 260 com65 paring the digital rights management code to a database in
data store 250 storing digital rights management codes,
including authorization status).
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Depicted within optional block 3204 is optional block
coupled to the processor 410. Manufacturing control system
32042 which provides for comparing the digital rights man400 further includes transceiver 430 that is shown to be
agement code to the database of digital rights management
coupled through optional controller 470 to processor 410.
codes to determine one or more of a licensing status, a royalty
FIG. 4 also illustrates transceiver 430 which can be configstatus, an expiration date pertaining to a license, and a number 5 ured to send and receive one or more object data files or
of manufacturing runs permitted according to a license (e.g.,
directly interact with a computing device 482 for receiving
comparison module 260 comparing the digital rights manageobject data files. FIG. 4 also illustrates digital rights confirment code to determine a licensing status, royalty status,
mation module 440 accessible by processor 410 and by netexpiration date, number of times a license permits a manuwork 108 (see FIG. 1). FIG. 4 further illustrates a data store
facturing run and the like).
450 and an authorization module 455 coupled to processor
Referring now to FIG. 3D, the flow diagram continues
410.
illustrating the method in accordance with an embodiment
Digital rights confirmation module 440 is configured to
with block 330. Specifically, block 330 illustrates an aspect
control
digital rights for object data files 452, 453 and/or 454.
for configuring one or more manufacturing machines to operAuthorization
module 455 is configured for enabling a manuate as a function of the authorization status (e.g., processor 15
facturing machine (e.g., manufacturing machines 497, 498)
210 and digital rights management module configuring one or
to interface with an object data file only if an authorization
more manufacturing machines 290(1-n) to operate in accorcode 458 meets one or more predetermined conditions. In one
dance with the authorization status determined by compariembodiment, digital rights confirmation module 440 is
son module 260).
Depicted within block 330 is optional block 3302 which 20 coupled to authorization module 455 and to comparison module 460, which can also be disposed within memory 420. In
provides for enabling the one or more manufacturing
machines to operate if the authorization status provides perone embodiment, comparison module 460 compares one or
mission for operation wherein the one or more manufacturing
more authorization codes to a stored list of digital rights
machines perform one or more of rapid prototyping, threemanagement codes to determine the authorization status as a
dimensional printing, two-dimensional printing, freeform 25 function of the status of one or more previously compiled
fabrication, solid freeform fabrication, and stereolithography
object data files. Comparison module 460 can further interact
(e.g., digital rights management module 240 interacting with
with object data files 452, object data files 453, or object data
one or more of manufacturing machines 290(1-n) to operate
files 454. In one embodiment, object data files 452, 453
according the authorization status).
and/or 454 include one or more computer-aided design
Also depicted within block 330 is optional block 3304 30 (CAD) solid model files configured to create three dimenwhich provides for enabling the one or more manufacturing
sional physical objects. In other embodiments the object data
machines to operate if the authorization status provides perfiles are configured to create two-dimensional objects, renmission for operation wherein the one or more manufacturing
derings, prototypes and the like.
machines include a subtractive manufacturing machine,
Data store 450 is configured to include authorization
including machines adapted for drilling, milling, turning, 35 guideline data 456 such as authorization code(s) 458 or other
laser cutting, waterj et cutting, plasma cutting, wire electrical
digital rights authorization data. In the embodiment in which
discharge cutting, cold, warm and hot forging metal fabricadata store 450 includes object data files 454, the object data
tion, computer numerical controlled fabrication machine,
files can be files that previously existed in data store 450, or
and/or an additive manufacturing machine, andlor an injeccan be files that were previously received by the manufacturtion molding machine (e.g., digital rights management mod- 40 ing control system 400 via transceiver 430, memory 420,
ule 240 interacting with the one or more manufacturing
and/or network 108.
machines 290(1-n) to operate if the authorization status proFIG. 4 further illustrates manufacturing machines coupled
vides permission for operation, the one or more manufacturto control system 400. Specifically, manufacturing control
ing machines 290(1-n) including subtractive manufacturing
system 400 is illustrated coupled to subtraction machine 491,
machines).
45 stamping machine 492, extrusion machine 493, melting
Further depicted within block 330 is optional block 3306
machine 494, die-casting machine 495, solidifying machine
which provides for enabling the one or more manufacturing
496, and generic manufacturing machine 497. Manufacturing
machines to operate if the authorization status provides percontrol system 400 is further coupled to manufacturing
mission for operation wherein the one or more manufacturing
machine 498 via network 108 and computing device 480. In
machines include one or more of an extrusion manufacturing 50 one embodiment, subtraction machine 491 can be configured
machine, a melting manufacturing machine, a solidification
with a controller 472 and be alternatively coupled to manumanufacturing machine, an ejection manufacturing machine,
facturing control system via network 108 or directly. Subtraca die casting manufacturing machine, a stamping process
tion machine 491 illustrates an exemplary manufacturing
machine (e.g., digital rights management module 240 intermachine with a controller 472 to control digital production
acting with the one or more manufacturing machines 290(1- 55 rights directly and/or over a network connection. Likewise,
n) to operate if the authorization status provides permission
manufacturing machine 498 could be coupled to a controller
for operation, the one or more manufacturing machines 290
located in computing device 480 or receive control directions
(1-n) can include an extrusion manufacturing machine, a
from manufacturing control system 400. Each of manufacmelting manufacturing machine, a solidification manufacturturing machines 491-498 can allow manufacture of an object
ing machine, an ejection manufacturing machine, a die cast- 60 described by the one or more object data files as directed by
ing manufacturing machine, a stamping process machine or
manufacturing control system 400 and controllers 470 and
the like).
472.
Referring now to the schematic depiction of FIG. 4, illusAs shown, manufacturing machines 491-498 can be threetrated is an exemplary block diagram for an embodiment of a
dimensional additive manufacturing machines configured for
manufacturing control system 400 for controlling digital pro- 65 rapid prototyping, three-dimensional printing, two-dimenduction rights for producing a physical object. As shown,
sional printing, freeform fabrication, solid freeform fabricamanufacturing control system 400 includes a memory 420
tion, and stereolithography.
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Manufacturing machines 491-498 include a subtractive
497, 498, and/or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine
manufacturing machine 491, which can be adapted for drill492, extrusion machine 493, melting machine 494, die-casting, milling, tuming, laser cutting, waterjet cutting, plasma
ing machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496 to interface
cutting. wire electrical discharge cutting, cold, warm and hot
with object data files 452, 453, and/or 454 when predeterforging metal fabrication, computer numerical controlled s mined conditions are met, including a pass condition).
fabrication machine, and/or an additive manufacturing
Further disposed in block 510 is optional block 5107 and
machine, and/or an injection molding machine.
optional block 5108. Optional block 5107 provides for
Manufacturing machines 491-498 are shown including an
extracting the authorization code as a checksum code (e.g.,
extrusion manufacturing machine 493, a melting manufacturprocessor 410, controller 470 and/or controller 472 extracting
ing machine 494. a solidification manufacturing machine 10 authorization code from object data files 452, 453 and/or
496, a die casting manufacturing machine 495, a stamping
454). Optional block 5108 provides for comparing the checkprocess machine 492, and a generic manufacturing machine
sum code to a stored checksum code, the stored checksum
497 which can be configured as an ejection manufacturing
code determined by a generated machine identifier associated
machine.
with the manufacturing machine (e.g. comparison module
In another embodiment, manufacturing machines 497 and/ is 460 comparing checksum code to checksum code stored in
or 498 can be configured to perform manufacturing using one
data store 450 and/or manufacturing machines 497, 498, and/
or more of metal, wood, ice, stone, glass, nuclear materials,
or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine 492, extrusion
pharmaceuticals, edible substances, sand, ceramic materials,
machine 493, melting machine 494, die-casting machine 495
aluminum, silicon, carbides. silicon nitrides, silicon carbides,
and/or solidifying machine 496).
metal/ceramic combinations including aluminum/silicon zo
Further disposed in block 510 is optional block 5109 which
nitride, aluminum/silicon carbide, aluminumizirconia, aluprovides for enabling the manufacturing machine to perfonn
minum/aluminum nitride including materials alterable by
if the authorization code meets the one or more predeterfriction, heating and cooling.
mined conditions, including performing additive manufacturIn another embodiment, manufacturing machines 497 and/
ing using one or more of a metal, ABS (Acrylonitrile/butadior 498 can include a manufacturing machine configured as 25 ene/styrene), ABSi (ABS with high impact strength), ABS
two-dimensional manufacturing machines configured to perM-30 (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), PC (Polycarbonate),
form manufacturing of one or more of skin. textiles, edible
PC-ISO (Polycarbonate-ISO), PC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS
substances, paper and/or silicon printing.
Blend), PPSF (Polyphenylsulfone), clear and/or colored resin
Referring now to FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C, a flow diagram
(e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system 400 enabling
illustrates a method in accordance with an embodiment. 30 manufacturing machines 497, 498, and/or subtraction
Block 510 provides for identifying at least one object data file
machine 491, stamping machine 492, extrusion machine 493,
configured to produce an object by a manufacturing machine
melting machine 494, die-casting machine 495 and/or solidi(e.g., controller 470 and/or 472 identifying object data files
fying machine 496 to perfonn if the authorization code meets
452, 453, 454 to produce an object by manufacturing
the one or more predetermined conditions).
machines 497, 498. and/or subtraction machine 491, stamp- 35
Block 520 provides for confirming that an authorization
ing machine 492, extrusion machine 493, melting machine
code is associated with the object data file, the authorization
494, die-casting machine 495 and/or solidifying machine
code configured to be received by the manufacturing
496). Disposed within block 510 is optional block 5102
machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the
which provides for receiving a file at a control system coupled
authorization code (e.g. controller 470 and/or 472 and/or
to the manufacturing machine, the control system receiving 40 manufacturing control system 400 confirming that an authothe file including the authorization code and the object data
rization code is associated with one or more of object data
file as one or more of a binary file and/or a stereolithography
files 452, 453, and/or 454 to be received by one or more of
(STL) file and/or a computer-aided design (CAD) solid
manufacturing machines 491-498. Depicted within block 520
model file and/or a self executing data file and/or a basic
is optional block 5202 which provides for removing a header
machine tool instruction file (e.g.. transceiver 430 in control 45 from a file, the header including the authorization code, the
system 400 receiving object data files 452, 453, 454). Further
file organized to include the header and the object data file
disposed in block 510 is optional block 5104 which provides
(e.g. processor 410 removing a header from one or more of
for identifying the at least one object data file, wherein the
object data files 452.453 and/or 454, the header including the
object data file is configured to produce the object via attachauthorization code). Further depicted in block 520 is optional
ing, printing. painting, engraving andlor tattooing by the 50 block 5204 which provides for running an application to
manufacturing machine (e.g., transceiver 430 and control
extract the authorization code, the application configured to
system 400 identifying object data files 452, 453, 454). Furrun a hash algorithm, the application determining whether the
ther disposed in block 510 is block 5105 which provides for
one or more predetermined conditions are met (e.g., procesreceiving the object data file as a computer-aided design
sor 410 running an application stored in memory 420 to
(CAD) model file configured to create one or more physical 55 extract an authorization code from one or more of object data
objects, the object data file including the authorization code
files 452, 453. and/or 454).
configured as a checksum of the CAD model file (e.g., transBlock 530 provides for enabling the manufacturing
ceiver 430 receiving object data files 452, 453.454 including
machine to interface with the object data file only if the
authorization code configured as a checksum of a CAD model
authorization code meets one or more predetermined condifile).
60 tions (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system 400
Disposed within block 5105 is optional block 51052,
enabling manufacturing machines 497, 498, and/or subtracwhich provides for enabling the manufacturing machine to
tion machine 491. stamping machine 492, extrusion machine
interface with the object data file when the one or more
493, melting machine 494, die-casting machine 495 and/or
predetermined conditions are met, the one or more predetersolidifying machine 496 to interface with object data files
mined conditions including a pass condition following a logi- 65 452, 453, and/or 454 only if the authorization code meets one
cal operation on the checksum (e.g., controller 470, controller
or more predetermined conditions). Depicted within block
472 and/or processor 410 enabling manufacturing machines
530 is optional block 5302 which provides for enabling a
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physical component of the manufacturing machine to funcmachine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496 to perform if the
tion if the authorization code meets the one or more predeauthorization code meets the one or more predetermined contermined conditions (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control
ditions).
system 400 enabling physical component within or attached
Block 560 provides for enabling the manufacturing
to manufacturing machines 497, 498, and/or subtraction 5 machine to perform if the authorization code meets the one or
machine 491, stamping machine 492, extrusion machine 493,
more predetermined conditions, including performing threemelting machine 494, die-casting machine 495 and/or solididimensional manufacturing using one or more of metal,
fying machine 496 to function if the authorization code meets
wood, ice, stone, glass, nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals,
predetermined conditions). Also depicted within block 530 is
edible substances, sand, ceramic materials, aluminum, shioptional block 5304, which provides for enabling a read func- t() con, carbides, silicon nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/ceramic
tion of the manufacturing machine if the authorization code
combinations including aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/
meets a checksum requirement prior to opening the object
silicon carbide, aluminumlzirconia and aluminum/aluminum
data file (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system 400
nitride including materials alterable by friction, heating and
enabling a read function of manufacturing machines 497,
cooling (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system 400
498, and/or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine 492, 15 enabling one or more of manufacturing machines 497, 498,
extrusion machine 493. melting machine 494, die-casting
and/or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine 492,
machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496 if the authoriextrusion machine 493, melting machine 494, die-casting
zation code meets a checksum requirement). Further depicted
machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496 to perform if the
within block 530 is optional block 5306 which provides for
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined conenabling a physical component of the manufacturing machine 20 ditions).
to function if the authorization code matches one or more
Block 570 provides for enabling the manufacturing
codes in an accessible list of codes coupled to the manufacmachine to perform if the authorization code meets the one or
turing machine (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control sysmore predetermined conditions, including manufacturing
tem 400 enabling a physical component of manufacturing
using one or more of skin, textiles, edible substances, paper,
machines 497, 498. and/or subtraction machine 491, stamp- 25 and silicon printing (e.g. controller 470, 472 and/or control
ing machine 492, extrusion machine 493, melting machine
system 400 enabling one or more of manufacturing machines
494, die-casting machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496
497, 498, and/or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine
if the authorization code matches an accessible list of codes).
492, extrusion machine 493, melting machine 494, die-castFurther depicted within block 530 is optional 5308 which
ing machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496 to perform if
provides for enabling the object data file to become readable 30 the authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
by the manufacturing machine if the authorization code
conditions).
matches a machine identifier associated with the manufacturThose with skill in the computing arts will recognize that
ing machine (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system
the disclosed embodiments have relevance to a wide variety
400 enabling one or more of object data files 452, 453, and/or
of applications and architectures in addition to those
454 to become readable by one or more of manufacturing 35 described above. In addition, the functionality of the subject
machines 497, 498. andlor subtraction machine 491, stampmatter of the present application can be implemented in softing machine 492, extrusion machine 493, melting machine
ware, hardware, or a combination of software and hardware.
494, die-casting machine 495 and/or solidifying machine 496
The hardware portion can be implemented using specialized
if the authorization code matches a machine identifier assologic; the software portion can be stored in a memory or
ciated with the one or more manufacturing machines 491- 40 recording medium and executed by a suitable instruction
498).
execution system such as a microprocessor.
Block 540 provides for enabling the manufacturing
While the subject matter of the application has been shown
machine to perform one or more of stereolithography (SLA),
and described with reference to particular embodiments
selective laser sintering (SLS), computer numerical control
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the
(CNC), and fused deposition modeling (FDM) if the autho- 45 foregoing and other changes in form and detail may be made
rization code meets the one or more predetermined conditions
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
(e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system 400 enabling
subject matter of the application, including but not limited to
one or more of manufacturing machines 497, 498, andlor
additional, less or modified elements and/or additional, less
subtraction machine 491, stamping machine 492, extrusion
or modified blocks performed in the same or a different order.
Those having skill in the art will recognize that the state of
machine 493, melting machine 494, die-casting machine 495 50
and/or solidifying machine 496 to perform one or more of
the art has progressed to the point where there is little distincstereolithography (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS),
tion left between hardware and software implementations of
computer numerical control (CNC), and fused deposition
aspects of systems. The use of hardware or software is genmodeling (FDM) if the authorization code meets the one or
erally (but not always, in that in certain contexts the choice
more predetermined conditions).
55 between hardware and software can become significant) a
Block 550 provides for enabling the manufacturing
design choice representing cost vs. efficiency tradeoffs.
machine to perform if the authorization code meets the one or
Those having skill in the art will appreciate that there are
more predetermined conditions, including performing addivarious vehicles by which processes and/or systems and/or
tive manufacturing using one or more of ABS (Acrylonitrile/
other technologies described herein can be effected (e.g.,
butadiene/styrene), ABSi (ABS with high impact strength), 60 hardware, software, and/or firmware), and that the preferred
ABS M-30 (Acrylonitrileibutadiene/styrene). PC (Polycarvehicle will vary with the context in which the processes
bonate), PC-ISO (Polycarbonate-ISO), PC/ABS (Polycarand/or systems and/or other technologies are deployed. For
bonate/ABS Blend), PPSF (Polyphenylsulfone), clear andlor
example, if an implementer detennines that speed and accucolored resin (e.g., controller 470, 472 and/or control system
racy are paramount, the implementer may opt for a mainly
400 enabling one or more of manufacturing machines 497, 65 hardware and/or firmware vehicle; altematively, if flexibility
498, and/or subtraction machine 491, stamping machine 492,
is paramount, the implementer may opt for a mainly software
extrusion machine 493. melting machine 494, die-casting
implementation; or, yet again alternatively, the implementer
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may opt for some combination of hardware. software, and/or
components and/or wirelessly interactable and/or wirelessly
firmware. Hence, there are several possible vehicles by which
interacting components and/or logically interacting and/or
the processes and/or devices and/or other technologies
logically interactable components.
described herein may be effected, none of which is inherently
Those skilled in the art will recognize that it is common
superior to the other in that any vehicle to be utilized is a 5 within the art to implement devices and/or processes and/or
choice dependent upon the context in which the vehicle will
systems in the fashion(s) set forth herein, and thereafter use
be deployed and the specific concerns (e.g., speed, flexibility,
engineering and/or business practices to integrate such impleor predictability) of the implementer, any of which may vary.
mented devices and/or processes and/or systems into more
Those skilled in the art will recognize that optical aspects of
comprehensive devices and/or processes and/or systems.
implementations will typically employ optically-oriented io That is, at least a portion of the devices and/or processes
hardware, software, and or firmware.
and/or systems described herein can be integrated into comThe foregoing detailed description has set forth various
prehensive devices and/or processes and/or systems via a
embodiments of the devices and/or processes via the use of
reasonable amount of experimentation. Those having skill in
block diagrams, flowcharts, and/or examples. Insofar as such
the art will recognize that examples of such comprehensive
block diagrams, flowcharts, and/or examples contain one or 15 devices and/or processes and/or systems might include, as
more functions and/or operations, it will be understood by
appropriate to context and application, all or part of devices
those within the art that each function and/or operation within
and/or processes and/or systems of (a) an air conveyance
such block diagrams, flowcharts, or examples can be imple(e.g., an airplane, rocket, hovercraft, helicopter, etc.), (b) a
mented, individually and/or collectively, by a wide range of
ground conveyance (e.g., a car, truck, locomotive, tank,
hardware, software, firmware, or virtually any combination 20 armored personnel carrier, etc.), (c) a building (e.g., a home,
thereof In one embodiment, several portions of the subject
warehouse, office, etc.), (d) an appliance (e.g., a refrigerator,
matter described herein may be implemented via Application
a washing machine, a dryer, etc.), (e) a communications sysSpecific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable
tem (e.g., a networked system, a telephone system, a Voice
Gate Arrays (FPGAs), digital signal processors (DSPs), or
over IP system, etc.), (f) a business entity (e.g., an Internet
other integrated formats. However, those skilled in the art will 25 Service Provider (ISP) entity such as Comcast Cable, Quest,
recognize that some aspects of the embodiments disclosed
Southwestern Bell, etc.); or (g) a wired/wireless services
herein, in whole or in part, can be equivalently implemented
entity such as Sprint, Cingular. Nextel, etc.), etc.
in integrated circuits, as one or more computer programs
It will be understood by those within the art that, in general,
running on one or more computers (e.g., as one or more
terms used herein, and especially in the appended claims
programs running on one or more computer systems), as one 30 (e.g., bodies of the appended claims) are generally intended
or more programs running on one or more processors (e.g., as
as "open" terms (e.g., the term "including" should be interone or more programs running on one or more microprocespreted as "including but not limited to," the term "having"
sors), as firmware, or as virtually any combination thereof,
should be interpreted as "having at least," the term "includes"
and that designing the circuitry and/or writing the code for the
should be interpreted as "includes but is not limited to." etc.).
software and or firmware would be well within the skill of one 35 It will be further understood by those within the art that if a
of skilled in the art in light of this disclosure. In addition,
specific number of an introduced claim recitation is intended,
those skilled in the art will appreciate that the mechanisms of
such an intent will be explicitly recited in the claim, and in the
the subject matter described herein are capable of being disabsence of such recitation no such intent is present. For
tributed as a program product in a variety of forms, and that an
example, as an aid to understanding, the following appended
illustrative embodiment of the subject matter described 40 claims may contain usage of the introductory phrases at least
herein applies regardless of the particular type of signal bearone and one or more to introduce claim recitations. Howing medium used to actually carry out the distribution.
ever, the use of such phrases should not be construed to imply
Examples of a signal bearing medium include, but are not
that the introduction of a claim recitation by the indefinite
limited to, the following: a recordable type medium such as a
articles "a" or an limits any particular claim containing
floppy disk, a hard disk drive, a Compact Disc (CD), a Digital 45 such introduced claim recitation to inventions containing
Video Disk (DVD), a digital tape. a computer memory, etc.;
only one such recitation, even when the same claim includes
and a transmission type medium such as a digital and/or an
the introductory phrases one or more or at least one and
analog communication medium (e.g., a fiber optic cable, a
indefinite articles such as "e or an (e.g., "e and/or an
waveguide, a wired communications link. a wireless commushould typically be interpreted to mean at least one or one
nication link, etc.).
50 or more); the same holds true for the use of definite articles
The herein described subject matter sometimes illustrates
used to introduce claim recitations. In addition, even if a
different components contained within, or connected with,
specific number of an introduced claim recitation is explicitly
different other components. It is to be understood that such
recited, those skilled in the art will recognize that such recidepicted architectures are merely exemplary. and that in fact
tation should typically be interpreted to mean at least the
many other architectures can be implemented which achieve 55 recited number (e.g., the bare recitation of "two recitations,"
the same functionality. In a conceptual sense, any arrangewithout other modifiers, typically means at least two recitament of components to achieve the same functionality is
tions, or two or more recitations). Furthermore, in those
effectively "associated" such that the desired functionality is
instances where a convention analogous to at least one of A,
achieved. Hence, any two components herein combined to
B, and C, etc." is used, in general such a construction is
achieve a particular functionality can be seen as "associated 60 intended in the sense one having skilled in the art would
with each other such that the desired functionality is
understand the convention (e.g., "a system having at least one
achieved, irrespective of architectures or intermedial compoof A, B, and C" would include but not be limited to systems
nents. Likewise, any two components so associated can also
that have A alone, B alone, C alone, A and B together. A and
be viewed as being "operably connecter, or "operably
C together, B and C together, and/or A. B, and C together,
coupler, to each other to achieve the desired functionality, 65 etc.). In those instances where a convention analogous to at
Specific examples of operably couplable include but are not
least one of A, B, or C, etc." is used, in general, such a
limited to physically mateable and/or physically interacting
construction is intended in the sense one having skills in the
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art would understand the convention (e.g.. "a system having
enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the
at least one of A, B, or C" would include but not be limited to
object data file when the one or more predetermined
systems that have A alone, B alone, C alone, A and B together,
conditions are met, the one or more predetermined conA and C together, B and C together, and/or A, B, and C
ditions including a pass condition following a logical
together, etc.). It will be further understood by those within
operation on the checksum.
the art that virtually any disjunctive word and/or phrase pre6. The method of claim 1 wherein the confirming that an
senting two or more alternative terms, whether in the descripauthorization code is associated with the object data file, the
tion, claims, or drawings, should be understood to contemauthorization code configured to be received by the manufacplate the possibilities of including one of the terms, either of
turing machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to
the terms, or both terms. For example, the phrase "A or B" will to receive the authorization code includes one or more of:
be understood to include the possibilities of "A" or "B" or A
extracting the authorization code as a checksum code; and
and B.
comparing the checksum code to a stored checksum code,
While various aspects and embodiments have been disthe stored checksum code determined by a generated
closed herein, other aspects and embodiments will be apparmachine identifier associated with the manufacturing
ent to those skilled in the art. The various aspects and embodi- 15
machine.
ments disclosed herein are for purposes of illustration and are
7. The method of claim 1 wherein the enabling the manunot intended to be limiting, with the true scope and spirit
facturing machine to interface with the object data file only if
being indicated by the following claims.
the authorization code meets one or more predetermined conditions includes:
We claim:
20 enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the
1. A method for secure manufacturing to control object
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
production rights, the method comprising:
conditions, including performing additive manufacturidentifying at least one object data file configured to proing using one or more of a metal, ABS (Acrylonitrile/
duce an object by a manufacturing machine;
butadiene/styrene), ABSi (ABS with high impact
confirming that an authorization code is associated with the 25
strength), ABS M-30 (Acrylonitrile/butadieneistyrene),
object data file, the authorization code configured to be
PC (Polycarbonate), PC-ISO (Polycarbonate-ISO),
received by the manufacturing machine, the manufacPC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS Blend), PPSF (Polypheturing machine adapted to receive the authorization
nylsulfone), clear and/or colored resin.
code; and
8. The method of claim 1 wherein the confirming that an
enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the 30 authorization code is associated with the object data file, the
object data file only if the authorization code meets one
authorization code configured to be received by the manufacor more predetermined conditions,
turing machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to
wherein the manufacturing machine is configured for at
receive the authorization code includes:
least one or more of additive manufacturing, subtractive
removing a header from a file, the header including the
manufacturing, extrusion manufacturing, melting 35
authorization code, the file organized to include the
manufacturing, solidification manufacturing, ejection
header and the object data file.
manufacturing, die casting, or a stamping process.
9. The method of claim 1 wherein the confirming that an
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying at least
authorization code is associated with the object data file, the
one object data file configured to produce an object by a
authorization code configured to be received by the manufacmanufacturing machine includes:
40 turing machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to
receiving a file at a control system coupled to the manureceive the authorization code includes:
facturing machine, the control system receiving the file
running an application to extract the authorization code,
including the authorization code and the object data file
the application configured to run a hash algorithm, the
as one or more of a binary file and/or a stereolithography
application determining whether the one or more prede(STL) file and/or a computer-aided design (CAD) solid 45
termined conditions are met.
model file and/or a self executing data file and/or a basic
10. The method of claim 1 wherein the enabling the manumachine tool instruction file.
facturing machine to interface with the object data file only if
3. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying at least
the authorization code meets one or more predetermined conone object data file configured to produce an object by a
ditions includes:
manufacturing machine includes:
50
enabling a physical component of the manufacturing
identifying the at least one object data file, wherein the
machine to function if the authorization code meets the
object data file is configured to produce the object via
one or more predetermined conditions.
attaching, printing, painting, engraving and/or tattooing
11. The method of claim 1 wherein the enabling the manuby the manufacturing machine.
facturing machine to interface with the object data file only if
4. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying at least 55 the authorization code meets one or more predetermined conone object data file configured to produce an object by a
ditions includes:
manufacturing machine includes:
enabling a read function of the manufacturing machine if
receiving the object data file as a computer-aided design
the authorization code meets a checksum requirement
(CAD) model file configured to create one or more
prior to opening the object data file.
physical objects, the object data file including the autho- 60 12. The method of claim 1 wherein the enabling the manurization code configured as a checksum of the CAD
facturing machine to interface with the object data file only if
model file.
the authorization code meets one or more predetermined con5.The method of claim 4 wherein the receiving the object
ditions includes:
data file as a computer-aided design (CAD) model file conenabling a physical component of the manufacturing
figured to create one or more physical objects, the object data 65
machine to function if the authorization code matches
file including the authorization code configured as a checkone or more codes in an accessible list of codes coupled
sum of the CAD model file includes:
to the manufacturing machine.
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13.The method of claim 1 wherein the enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the object data file only if
the authorization code meets one or more predetermined conditions includes:
enabling the object data file to become readable by the
manufacturing machine if the authorization code
matches a machine identifier associated with the manufacturing machine.
14.The method of claim 1 further comprising:
enabling the manufacturing machine to perform one or
more of stereolithography (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), computer numerical control (CNC), and
fused deposition modeling (FDM) if the authorization
code meets the one or more predetermined conditions.
15.The method of claim 1 further comprising:
enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
conditions, including performing additive manufacturing using one or more of ABS (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/
styrene), ABSi (ABS with high impact strength), ABS
M-30 (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), PC (Polycarbonate), PC-ISO (Polycarbonate-ISO), PC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS Blend), PPSF (Polyphenylsulfone),
clear and/or colored resin.
16.The method of claim 1 further comprising:
enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
conditions, including performing three-dimensional
manufacturing using one or more of metal, wood, ice,
stone, glass, nuclear materials, pharmaceuticals, edible
substances, sand, ceramic materials, aluminum, silicon,
carbides, silicon nitrides, silicon carbides, metal/ceramic combinations including aluminum/silicon nitride,
aluminum/silicon carbide, aluminum/zirconia and aluminum/aluminum nitride including materials alterable
by friction, heating and cooling.
17.The method of claim 1 further comprising:
enabling the manufacturing machine to perform if the
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
conditions, including manufacturing using one or more
of skin, textiles, edible substances, paper, and silicon
printing.
18. The method of claim 1 wherein one or more digital
rights management codes is associated with the at least one
object data file.
19. The method of claim 18 wherein the manufacturing
machine is enabled to perform as a function of an authorization status based on the one or more digital rights management codes. the authorization status being provided by a
database of digital rights management codes.
20. The method of claim 19 wherein the authorization
status is determined by a licensing status.
21. The method of claim 19 wherein the authorization
status is determined by a royalty status.
22. The method of claim 19 wherein the authorization
status is determined by an expiration date.
23. The method of claim 19 wherein the authorization
status is determined by a number of manufacturing nms permitted according to a license.
24. The method of claim 18, wherein the one or more
digital rights management codes includes a GUID predetermined for an owner of the at least one object data files.
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the enabling the
manufacturing machine to interface with the object data file
only if the authorization code meets one or more predetermined conditions comprises:

enabling the manufacturing machine to interface with the
object data file only if the GUID predetermined for an
owner of the object data file is associated with the object
data file.
26.A computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable medium configured to perform one or
more acts for performing secure manufacturing. the one or
more acts comprising:
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing machine;
one or more instructions for confirming that an authorization code is associated with the object data file, the
authorization code configured to be received by the
manufacturing machine, the manufacturing machine
adapted to receive the authorization code;
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
machine to interface with the object data file only if the
authorization code meets one or more predetermined
conditions,
wherein the manufacturing machine is configured for at
least one or more of additive manufacturing, subtractive
manufacturing, extrusion manufacturing, melting
manufacturing, solidification manufacturing, ejection
manufacturing, die casting, or a stamping process.
27. The computer program product of claim 26 further
comprising signal-bearing storage media for encoding the
instructions for executing the one or more acts for performing
secure additive manufacturing.
28. The computer program product of claim 26 further
comprising signal-bearing communication media for encoding the instructions for executing the one or more acts for
performing the secure additive manufacturing.
29. The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
machine includes:
one or more instructions for receiving a file at a control
system coupled to the manufacturing machine, the control system receiving the file including the authorization
code and the object data file as one or more of a binary
file and/or a stereolithography (STL) file and/or a computer-aided design (CAD) solid model file and/or a self
executing data file and/or a basic machine tool instruction file.
30.The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
machine includes:
one or more instructions for identifying the at least one
object data file, wherein the object data file is configured
to produce the object via attaching, printing, painting,
engraving and/or tattooing by the manufacturing
machine.
31.The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
machine includes:
one or more instructions for receiving the object data file as
a computer-aided design (CAD) model file configured to
create one or more physical objects, the object data file
including the authorization code configured as a checksum of the CAD model file.
32. The computer program product of claim 31 wherein the
one or more instructions for receiving the object data file as a
computer-aided design (CAD) model file configured to create
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one or more physical objects, the object data file including the
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
authorization code configured as a checksum of the CAD
machine to perform if the authorization code meets the
model file includes:
one or more predetermined conditions, including manuone or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
facturing using one or more of skin, textiles, edible
machine to interface with the object data file when the
substances, paper, and silicon printing.
one or more predetermined conditions are met, the one
39. The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
or more predetermined conditions including a pass conone or more instructions for confirming that an authorization
dition following a logical operation on the checksum.
code is associated with the object data file, the authorization
33.The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
code configured to be received by the manufacturing
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object to machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
authorization code includes:
machine includes:
one or more instructions for removing a header from a file,
one or more instructions for extracting the authorization
the header including the authorization code, the file
code as a checksum code; and
organized to include the header and the object data file.
one or more instructions for comparing the checksum code ts
40. The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
to a stored checksum code, the stored checksum code
one or more instructions for confirming that an authorization
determined by a generated machine identifier associated
code is associated with the object data file, the authorization
with the manufacturing machine.
code configured to be received by the manufacturing
34.The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
machine, the manufacturing machine adapted to receive the
one or more instructions for identifying at least one object 20 authorization code includes:
data file configured to produce an object by a manufacturing
one or more instructions for running an application to
machine includes:
extract the authorization code, the application configone or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
ured to run a hash algorithm, the application determining
machine to perform if the authorization code meets the
whether the one or more predetermined conditions are
one or more predetermined conditions, including per- 25
met.
forming additive manufacturing using one or more of a
41. The computer program product of claim 26 wherein the
metal. ABS (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), ABSi
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
(ABS with high impact strength), ABS M-30 (Acrylonimachine to interface with the object data file only if the
trile/butadiene/styrene), PC (Polycarbonate), PC-ISO
authorization code meets one or more predetermined condi(Polycarbonate-ISO), PC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS 30 tions includes:
Blend), PPSF (Polyphenylsulfone), clear and/or colored
one or more instructions for enabling a physical comporesin.
nent of the manufacturing machine to function if the
35. The computer program product of claim 26 further
authorization code meets the one or more predetermined
comprising:
conditions.
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing 35
42. A manufacturing control system for secure manufacmachine to perform one or more of stereolithography
turing comprising:
(SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), computer
a processor;
numerical control (CNC), and fused deposition modela data store coupled to the processor, the data store configing (FDM) if the authorization code meets the one or
ured to contain authorization guideline data including
more predetermined conditions.
40
one or more authorization codes, the data store adapted
36. The computer program product of claim 26 further
for identifying at least one object data file configured to
comprising:
produce an object by a manufacturing machine;
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
a confirmation module coupled to the processor. the conmachine to perform if the authorization code meets the
firmation module configured to confirm that an authorione or more predetermined conditions, including per- 45
zation code is associated with the object data file, the
forming additive manufacturing using one or more of
authorization code configured to be received by the
ABS (Acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene), ABSi (ABS
manufacturing machine, the manufacturing machine
with high impact strength), ABS M-30 (Acrylonitrile/
adapted to receive the authorization code; and
butadiene/styrene), PC (Polycarbonate), PC-ISO (Polyan authorization module coupled to the processor, the
carbonate-ISO), PC/ABS (Polycarbonate/ABS Blend), 50
authorization module configured to enable the manufacPPSF (Polyphenylsulfone), clear and/or colored resin.
turing machine to interface with the object data file only
37. The computer program product of claim 26 further
if the authorization code meets one or more predetercomprising:
mined conditions,
one or more instructions for enabling the manufacturing
wherein the manufacturing machine is configured for at
machine to perform if the authorization code meets the 55
least one or more of additive manufacturing, subtractive
one or more predetermined conditions, including permanufacturing, extrusion manufacturing, melting
forming three-dimensional manufacturing using one or
manufacturing, solidification manufacturing, ejection
more of metal, wood, ice, stone, glass, nuclear materials,
manufacturing, die casting, or a stamping process.
pharmaceuticals. edible substances, sand, ceramic mate43. The manufacturing control system for secure manufacrials, aluminum, silicon, carbides, silicon nitrides, sili- 60 turing of claim 42 wherein the object data file is a computercon carbides, metal/ceramic combinations including
aided design (CAD) solid model file configured to enable the
aluminum/silicon nitride, aluminum/silicon carbide,
manufacturing machine to create one or more physical
aluminum/zirconia and aluminum/aluminum nitride
objects, the file including the authorization code configured
including materials alterable by friction. heating and
as a checksum of the CAD solid model file.
cooling.
65
44. The manufacturing control system for secure manufac38. The computer program product of claim 26 further
turing of claim 42 wherein the manufacturing machine is
comprising:
adapted to interface with the object data file when the one or
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more predetermined conditions are met, the one or more
51.The manufacturing control system for secure manufacturing of claim 46 wherein the controller is configured to
predetermined conditions including a pass condition followcontrol production via a network connection.
ing a logical operation on the checksum.
52.The manufacturing control system for secure manufac45.The manufacturing control system for secure manufacturing of claim 42 wherein the confirmation module is con- 5 hiring of claim 51 wherein the network connection is one or
more of an internet connection, a local area network connecfigured for extracting the authorization code as a checksum
tion, a metropolitan area network connection, a wide area
code; and wherein the manufacturing control system further
connection and an intranet connection.
comprises a comparison module configured for comparing
53.The manufacturing control system for secure manufacthe checksum code to a stored checksum code, the stored
io turing of claim 42 wherein the data store includes authorizachecksum code determined by a generated machine identifier
tion guideline data having one or more of authorization codes,
associated with the manufacturing machine.
digital certificates, and private/public key data.
46.The manufacturing control system for secure manufac54.The manufacturing control system for secure manufacturing of claim 42 further comprising:
turing of claim 42 wherein the data store includes authorizaa transceiver coupled to the processor; and
15 tion guideline data adapted for identifying at least one object
a controller coupled to the transceiver and the manufacturdata file configured to produce an object via additive manuing machine, the control system adapted to receive a file
facturing, three dimensional manufacturing, two-dimenincluding the authorization code and the object data file
sional manufacturing, rapid prototyping, three-dimensional
as one or more of a binary file and/or a stereolithography
printing, two-dimensional printing. freeform fabrication,
(STL) file and/or a computer-aided design (CAD) solid
zo solid freeform fabrication, and/or stereolithography.
model file, the controller configured to control produc55.The manufacturing control system for secure manufaction of a physical object.
turing of claim 42 wherein the data store includes authoriza47.The manufacturing control system for secure manufaction guideline data adapted for identifying at least one object
turing of claim 46 wherein the controller is configured for
data file configured to produce an object via subtractive
enabling a physical component of the manufacturing machine
25 manufacturing, drilling, milling, turning, laser cutting, waterto function if the authorization code meets the one or more
jet cutting, plasma cutting, wire electrical discharge cutting,
predetermined conditions.
cold forging, warm forging, hot forging, metal fabrication,
48.The manufacturing control system for secure manufaccomputer numerical controlled fabrication, and/or injection
turing of claim 46 wherein the controller is configured for
molding.
enabling a physical component of the manufacturing machine
30
56. The manufacturing control system for secure manufacto function if the authorization code meets the one or more
turing of claim 42 wherein the data store includes authorizapredetermined conditions.
tion guideline data adapted for identifying at least one object
49.The manufacturing control system for secure manufacdata file configured to produce an object via manufacturing
turing of claim 46 wherein the controller is configured for
using one or more of skin, textiles, edible substances, paper,
enabling a read function of the manufacturing machine if the
35 and silicon printing.
authorization code meets a checksum requirement prior to
57. The manufacturing control system for secure manufacopening the object data file.
turing of claim 42 wherein the data store includes authoriza50.The manufacturing control system for secure manufaction guideline data adapted for identifying at least one object
turing of claim 46 wherein the controller is configured for
data file configured to produce an object via stamping. extruenabling a physical component of the manufacturing machine
40 sions, melting, die-casting, and/or solidifying.
to function if the authorization code matches one or more
codes in a stored list of codes.

